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India has the second largest population in the world with majority of them growing up in the K-12 age group. 
Around 47 million people are expected to enter the K-12 group by 2020. While the government has been 
spearheading the national education development since decades, the quality, infrastructure and educational 
demands have increased over time, thus placing huge stress on the infrastructure and capacity, and widening 
the gap between demand and supply.  

Over the years, the Indian education system has come a long way with the education institutes seeing rapid 
growth and constant progress. Today, a child’s attributes and capabilities are given more importance. Thus, 
whether it is the teaching styles or improving the syllabus of the schools, the administration boards have been 
opting for dynamic processes. Also, with the introduction of technology, the education in India has gone to the 
next level and has given birth to new modes of education.

Schools today are interested in creating individuals rather than just educating a bunch of students. Individual 
attention is one key factor in the education system that has helped students develop learning and understanding 
capabilities on their own. With K-12, we have more teacher-student harmony, and more self-reliable and 
independent individuals who are competent to make a positive impact on not just the school but the society as 
well.

K-12 initiatives undertaken by the Government:
• Right to free and compulsory education bill
• Private Public Partnership
• Midday Meal Schemes
• Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan

Trends in the Education Sector – K-12
• Emergence of new operating model
• Foreign partnerships
• Hybrid Teaching Methodology
• CBSE going global

18:00 - 18:30 Registration & Networking

18:30 - 18:35 Welcome Address by Sunita Quadros, Business Head, 
 Times Conferences Ltd BCCL

18:35 - 18:50
Chief Guest Address
Dr. Hrushikesh Senapaty, Director, National Council of Educational Research and 
Training 

18.50 - 19.10
Keynote address: ‘’Digital tools for improving learning outcomes and school 
performances” by  Dr. N. K. Sahu, Economist Advisor (SE&L), Ministry of Human 
Resource Development, Government of India

19.10 - 19.20 Special address 1: “
STEM- the Next Revolution” by Ms. Divya Lal , COO, Educomp Solutions Ltd

19.20 - 19.30
Special address 2: 
“Digital Learning – The way ahead” Dr. Chhaya Shastri, Director MT Educare Ltd 
Robomate

19:30 - 20:30

Panel Discussion: Digitisation of K-12 Education: Trends and Innovation
Mr. B. S. Baswan, Former Secretary, GOI, Chairman, The Lawrence School
Dr. Madhav Saraswat, Principal, Scindia School
Mr. Ashok K. Pandey, Principal, Ahlcon International School
Ms. Minakshi Kushwaha, Principal, Birla Vidya Niketan
Ms. Heemal H Bhat, Principal, Hans Raj Model School
Ms. Sudha Goyal, Principal, Scottish High International School
Dr. Chhaya Shastri, Director MT Educare Ltd. Robomate 
Moderator: Narayanan Ramaswamy, Partner & National Leader for Education & 
Skill Development Sector, KPMG

20:30 - 20:45 Performance by Furtados

20:45 - 20:50 Coffee Table book - unveiling

20:50 - 21:20 Felicitation ceremony

21:20 onwards Cocktails & Dinner

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

The Economic Times – BUILDING FUTURE
The Economic Times has always believed that education is a key factor for nation building. With right knowledge 
and skills provided to the youth, we can ensure overall national progress and economic growth. Schools play an 
important role in building the students and making them ready towards contributing towards the nation. These 
schools, with their strong performance, have created a place in the international markets inviting foreign students 
to come and study in India.

Given this scenario we, at the Economic Times, aim to bring the leading schools of the K-12 category under one 
platform at the Economic Times Best School Brands 2016. This summit will also see leading schools (K-12) being 
recognised for their immense credibility of giving the nation great individual leaders.



WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?
• Get inspired by educational leaders to establish the big picture

• Know about how to leverage existing technologies to improve service and engagement

• Identify ways to help students learn, make and create learnings

• Take away practical strategies to get the school, parents and your wider community working 
better together in the education process

• Get to know the schools who have made it to the top

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
• Dean

• Principal

• HOD

• Academicians

• Regulators

• Policy Makers

• Chairperson

• Vice Chairperson
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For further details, please contact:

Partnership: 
M: +918268002163
E: partnership@et-bestbrands.com

Marketing:
E: marketing@et-bestbrands.com

Delegate:
M: +918268002164
E: delegate@et-bestbrands.com


